When clusters of deuterium are irradiated with an intense, ultrafast laser pulse, the clusters explode, generating ions with kinetic energies high enough to produce nuclear-fusion events. Here we present experimental measurements of the dependence of the fusion yield of an exploding deuterium-cluster plasma on pulse energy up to the 10-J level for incident pulse durations of 100 fs and 1 ps. These energies correspond to peak vacuum intensities of 2 ϫ 10 20 and 2 ϫ 10 19 W/cm 2 , respectively. We also present measurements of the resulting plasma ion spectra that possess features indicative of a Coulomb explosion and discuss the yield scaling and its relation to previous findings based on the differences in laser focal geometry and pulse duration.
INTRODUCTION
Plasmas generated by intense lasers have been studied for many years, and it was observed more than 30 years ago that nuclear-fusion events in these laser-heated samples could be induced. 1 Since the development of chirped-pulse amplification, the pulse duration has been dramatically reduced, resulting in deposition rates of laser energy into solid and liquid targets that far surpass most energy-transport rates. This difference in time scales allows for very efficient deposition of laser energy into much smaller volumes than previously attainable, leading to the production of very localized sources of energetic ions.
Recent experiments on the interaction of intense, ultrafast laser pulses with large van der Waals bonded clusters of deuterium and deuterated methane have shown that these clusters can explode with sufficient kinetic energy to produce deuterium ϩ deuterium nuclear fusion. [2] [3] [4] Efficiencies of up to 10 5 fusion neutrons per joule of incident laser energy have been achieved, and these neutrons are shown to emerge in a short, subnanosecond bunch due to the small volume of plasma ignited by the laser pulse and its rapid dissociation. 5 One possible application of these small-volume, prompt neutron sources is the time-resolved study of material damage from fusion neutron radiation. The neutron source described above provides a subnanosecond pulse of mono-energetic neutrons from a nearly 'point source' fusion reaction that could be used in a pump-probe experiment to study the dynamics of dislocation cascades in materials produced by fusion neutron bombardment. 6 Presently, the main limitation of this neutron source is its modest flux at 10 4 neutrons per 100-mJ pulse 2 at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. To this end, one of the main objectives of the research presented here is the examination of the neutron yield scaling with pulse energy above the 100-mJ level.
In this paper we present recent experimental results on the yields from exploding deuterium clusters with laserpulse energy up to 10 J. We find that, for the tight focusing geometry of our experiment, the fusion yield increases roughly quadratically with laser energy up to 10 J. We observe of the order of 10 6 neutrons per shot when pulse energy exceeds 5 J. We also find that the ion energy spectra we observe are consistent with spectra produced from a Coulomb explosion of a broad distribution of cluster sizes in our target.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
In our experiments, a dense plume of deuterium clusters was produced from the sonic expansion of deuterium gas from a high-pressure (1000 psi), cryogenically cooled (Ϫ160°C) reservoir into vacuum. The specific nozzle used and the characteristics of the clusters produced as a function of backing pressure and nozzle temperature were described in detail previously. 5 The reservoir was opened to the vacuum target chamber through a 750-m orifice for 1.5 ms during which the gas plume reached a peak atomic density of approximately 10
19 cm Ϫ3 and a fullwidth half-max (FWHM) spatial extent of 2 mm and produced an average cluster size of 4 to 5 nm.
The gas plume was then irradiated by a single pulse of 800-nm light from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) JanUSP laser. 7 The seed of this pulse is produced by a chirped-pulse amplified system, which, after a regenerative amplifier and a five-pass bowtie amplifier, yields stretched pulses that have energies up to 200 mJ and that are recompressible to 100 fs. The final amplifier, consisting of two 10-cm titaninum sapphire disks, is pumped with a long pulse (10 ns) of 532-nm light from the LLNL Janus laser that delivers up to 120 J at 532 nm. This final amplification stage produces a short pulse after recompression of up to 10 J at 100 fs. We varied the pulse duration of the compressed pulse from 100 fs to 1 ps by varying the grating spacing in the pulse compressor. After recompression, this pulse was focused into the gas plume by a 300-mm focal length (F # ϭ 2) parabola producing a vacuum focal-spot diameter of 5 m (FWHM) containing 30% of the total laser energy. This configuration yielded a peak intensity of 2 ϫ 10 20 W/cm 2 in vacuum. In order to characterize the energy distribution of the deuterium ions in the plasma, we employed a Faraday cup placed 0.52 m from the interaction region. This Faraday cup yielded a time-dependent current generated by the ions from the plasma. The Faraday cup was negatively biased (Ϫ50 V) in order to reject secondary electrons accompanying the ions. The ion current was captured on a fast-digitizing oscilloscope and deconvolved to determine the energy distribution function for each shot.
To determine the fusion yield from the laser-irradiated plasmas, we counted the number of 2.45-MeV neutrons emitted into two independent solid angles with a pair of plastic-scintillating neutron detectors. The first detector consisted of a 10-cm-diameter, 12-cm-thick barrel of plastic scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube (PMT), and the second consisted of a slightly smaller, 13-cmdiameter 7.5-cm-thick barrel, also coupled to a PMT. Assuming that the neutrons are emitted isotropically, 3 the total neutron yield per shot was obtained from a single measurement of the number of neutrons emitted into a given solid angle. The two detectors were placed at different distances from the source to provide a larger dynamic range for neutron detection on each shot.
The scintillating detectors also respond to x rays produced from the plasma, and, in most cases (for yields Ͼ10 4 ), the detectors were placed at a distance from the plasma exceeding 1.5 m, where the signals corresponding to the x rays and the fusion neutrons were clearly distinguishable.
A typical PMT signal for a neutron detector-plasma separation of 1.45 m is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser energy for this shot was 6.86 J, and the pulse duration was 100 fs. The signals due to the x-ray and neutron bursts are easily resolvable and appear with a 63-ns relative delay corresponding to the difference in flight time expected for a photon and a 2.45-MeV neutron.
The number of neutrons represented by a given PMT signal was calibrated by determining the average peak height and area of a single neutron count, by operating the detectors for a series of low-energy shots at a distance at which only a single neutron was detected per shot. The signal in Fig. 1 corresponds to a total of 80 neutrons detected and (accounting for the detection efficiency of this particular detector) therefore a total of 340 neutrons arriving in a solid angle of 4 ϫ 4.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 . Assuming the emission is isotropic, the total yield is 8.0 ϫ 10 5 Ϯ 11% neutrons. The uncertainty is simply the statistical uncertainty associated with the number of neutrons actually measured in the detector, which is assumed to be that of a Poissonian process.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A typical Faraday-cup signal and corresponding energy distribution are shown in Fig. 2 . This ion distribution Fig. 1 . Typical photomultiplier tube (PMT) signal for a neutron detector to plasma separation of 1.45 m. The laser energy for this shot was 6.86 J, and the pulse duration was 100 fs. The x-ray (first) and neutron (second) peaks are easily resolvable and appear with a 63-ns relative delay, corresponding to the difference in flight time expected for a photon and a 2.45-MeV neutron. The number of neutrons represented by a given PMT signal was calibrated by determining the average peak height and area of a single neutron count, and the signal in Fig. 1 corresponds to a total of 80 neutrons detected and (accounting for the detection efficiency of this particular detector) therefore a total of 340 neutrons arriving in a solid angle of 4 ϫ 4.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 . Assuming the emission is isotropic, the total yield is 8.0 ϫ 10 5 Ϯ 11% neutrons. The uncertainty is simply the statistical uncertainty associated with the number of neutrons actually measured in the detector and is assumed to be that of a Poissonian process.
was emitted from a plasma generated by shot with an energy of 9.7 J and a pulse width of 100 fs. The Faradaycup current shown in Fig. 2(b) possesses two distinct ion features: a hot feature with an average ion energy of 2.1 keV containing ions with energy out to ϳ100 keV and a second cold-ion feature with a broad range of energies whose average is approximately 30 eV. We attribute the first feature to hot ions generated in the explosion of the larger clusters. It is these ions that are responsible for the fusion production in these experiments. We attribute the second ion feature to ions ejected from the blast wave that results when the heated plasma filament explodes. These observed ions exhibit an energy that is consistent with the breakout velocity of a Taylor-Sedov blast wave launched by the absorption of the short laser pulse. 8 The 2) and is related to a, the cluster radius, q e , the electron charge, n 0 , the density of deuterium in the cluster assumed to be the density of liquid deuterium (Ӎ4.23 ϫ 10 22 cm Ϫ3 ), and ⑀ 0 , the electric permittivity of free space. Previous studies of cluster production in gas jets have found that the experimentally measured size distribution is best described by a log-normal distribution. 9 This distribution can be written
where and are the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of the natural logarithm of the size (where N is the number of atoms in a given cluster) and are related to the average cluster size (first moment) and higher moments of N by
ͪ . (4) Using this distribution for the cluster sizes in our gas plume and the Coulomb explosion formula for the energy distribution of ions from a single cluster, the energydistribution function for an ensemble of Coulomb exploding clusters can be calculated. The ion distribution for the ensemble, F(E)dE, is in this case
where g(E) is given by
and is the fraction of total clusters whose size is equal to or larger than N E and that therefore contribute to the distribution up to the point E. The size N E is related to the energy E through Eq. (2) by
From the results shown in Fig. 2 , the hot-ion signal seems to be closely modeled by the Coulomb-explosion distribution properly averaged over a log-normal size distribution. The parameters obtained from matching the first and second moments calculated from the measured ion spectra were ϭ 2.06 and ϭ 3.50, yielding an estimate for the mean cluster diameter of 2.3 nm. This mean cluster diameter is less than that found from previous Rayleigh-scattering measurements and may indicate that the 100-fs laser pulse does not completely ionize the clusters before they begin to expand in the laser pulse. In this case, the assumption inherent in Eq. (1) is not completely valid, and the average charge state of the deuterium in the exploding clusters is less than unity. This interpretation is consistent with previous estimates that the pulse duration required for a pure Coulomb explosion in deuterium clusters is Ͻ30 fs 3 . Nonetheless, the observed shape of the hot-ion spectrum is evidence that the Fig. 2 . Typical deuterium ion energy spectra (a) obtained from the ion current (b) captured on a Faraday cup placed 0.52 m from the interaction region. The laser energy for this shot was 9.7 J, and the pulse duration was 100 fs. The Faraday-cup current shown in (b) possesses two distinct ion features: an initial peak due to the arrival of hot (average of 2.1 keV) deuterium ions generated in the cluster explosions, and a second peak due to the arrival of cold (average of 30 eV) deuterium ions whose energy is consistent with the breakout velocity of a Taylor-Sedov blast wave launched by the absorption of the short laser pulse. The part of the Faraday-cup signal (thick solid curve) containing the hot ions is fit to the energy distribution of a Coulomb-explosion model averaged over a log-normal distribution of cluster sizes within the plume (thin solid curve). mechanism of fast-ion production in our experiments is a Coulomb explosion rather than a hydrodynamic expansion of the cluster. Also, although there is some attenuation of the measured ion flux because of collisions with neutral deuterium atoms in the un-ionized part of the gas plume, we believe that this effect was marginal for the hottest ions and results only in a slight underestimate of the mean energy of the hot-ion peak. Finally, the observed fusion neutron yield is roughly consistent with the number and energy of the ions emitted from the plasma. The detailed study and analysis of the ion spectra and its relation to the fusion yield is the subject of further study and a future publication.
The fusion yield was measured as a function of incident laser-pulse energy for two different pulse durations of 1 ps and 100 fs. These data were obtained with a focalspot size of 5 m (FWHM in vacuum) and are shown in Fig. 3 . The fusion yield was found to vary strongly with the position of the laser focus with respect to the center of the gas jet. The data presented in Fig. 3 were all obtained with the laser focus positioned 2.75 Ϯ 0.25 mm below the nozzle orifice and 3.5 Ϯ 0.25 mm before the orifice center.
The yield scaling was fit to a power-law dependence on pulse energy, Y ϭ QE ␣ , and the best fit was obtained with ␣ ϭ 2.29 and ␣ ϭ 2.15 for the 1-ps and 100-fs pulses, respectively. The proportionality constant, Q, is a factor of 9.3 larger for the shorter pulse duration. In previous experiments using the LLNL Falcon laser involving a pulse duration of 35 fs and a very different focusing geometry (a focal-spot size of 30 m FWHM), it was found that the yield scaling was ␣ ϭ 2.3, and the proportionality constant was a factor of 250 larger than that found here for 100-fs pulses. These yield scalings are compared in Fig. 4 and are quite similar, both approximately quadratic. However, the rather large difference in the absolute fusion yield at 100 mJ observed in our experiments compared with previous experiments is dramatic. We are investigating the cause of this with simulations, though we believe that there are a number of contributing factors.
From the difference in yield between 100-fs pulses and 1-ps pulses observed in these experiments, it is clear that there is a strong dependence on pulse width. Moreover, because the Coulomb-explosion time 3 for a fully ionized deuterium cluster (independent of the size) is of the order of 20 fs, one would expect that increasing the laser-pulse duration to a value much longer than this time scale would significantly decrease the energy coupling from the laser to the ion kinetic motion.
Another difference of this study and the previous one on the Falcon laser is the focal geometry. In this experiment, the vacuum focus generated by the final parabola was 5 m (FWHM) with a Rayleigh length of 70 m, whereas the focus in the previous experiment was 30 m (FWHM) with a Rayleigh length of 2.5 mm. These two beams each produce a critical volume V c inside the gas plume in which the peak intensity is sufficient to fully ionize clusters of radius a c or smaller, and it is this volume that can be compared. Since the total fusion yield is determined by the time and volume integral of the fusion reactivity of the plasma, the yield will scale as Y ϰ V c 4/3 (assuming a fixed velocity distribution), where a factor of V c comes from the volume integral and a factor of V c 1/3 from the plasma disassembly time. Because the meanfree path of the energetic ions is larger than the plasma filament size, the disassembly time is simply related to the time required for a free-streaming hot ion to leave the initial plasma volume. Therefore it is dependent on the average escape path length through the plasma filament (V c 1/3 ) and the velocity of the exiting ions. If we neglect any electron-heating mechanisms 10 and assume that all of the electrons are removed once the la- Fig. 3 . Fusion neutron yield from an exploding deuterium cluster plasma as a function of pulse energy for two different pulse durations, (filled squares) 1-ps and (filled circles) 100-fs pulses. These data were obtained with a focal-spot size of 5 m. The dotted curves are the least-mean-squares fit to a power-law dependence of the yield on pulse energy, Y ϭ QE ␣ . The best fit was obtained with ␣ ϭ 2.29 and ␣ ϭ 2.15 for the 1-ps and 100-fs pulses, respectively. The proportionality constant, Q, was a factor of 9.3 larger for the shorter pulse duration. ser electric field exceeds the electric field at the surface of the cluster, given by
where the cluster radius (a) and density (n 0 ) are assumed to be fixed during the passage of the laser pulse, we can define the critical volume as that region in space in which, at some point in time, the laser intensity exceeds a critical intensity
If we choose the characteristic value for our critical cluster size a c ϭ 2.0 nm (a fully ionized cluster of this size would produce in a pure Coulomb explosion ion energies up to 1.0 keV), the corresponding critical intensity is I c ϭ 3.4 ϫ 10 16 W/cm 3 . Using this value for the critical intensity, and neglecting the effect of laser depletion by the cluster medium, we estimate that the volume of plasma generated at intensities ϾI c with the JanUSP laser operating at 100 mJ was Ӎ10 Ϫ3 mm 3 , whereas this volume on the Falcon laser (whose length was limited primarily by the width of the gas plume), also operating at 100 mJ, was Ӎ10 Ϫ2 mm 3 , a factor of 10 larger, suggesting a fusion yield of at least 20 times larger.
Clearly, this comparison is only qualitative, since it is dependent on the choice of I c and since it completely neglects the effect of laser energy depletion. However, it is meant to illustrate the dramatic difference in the volume of plasma generated by a pulse of the same energy between these two experiments. The combined effects of subtending a larger volume and of generating a more efficient Coulomb explosion because of a much shorter pulse duration both contribute to an absolute yield that is more than 200 times larger on the Falcon experiment at a pulse energy of 100 mJ.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the fusion neutron yield scaling of an exploding deuterium-cluster plasma up to the 10-J level with two different pulse durations, 100 fs and 1 ps. The ion time of flight spectra seems to be well approximated by a Coulomb-explosion distribution averaged over a log-normal size distribution. The average cluster size estimated from the comparison of this model and the measured ion spectra is 2.3 nm, more than 40% smaller than the average size estimated from Rayleighscattering measurements, and may reflect the fact that, due to the long pulse duration, the clusters are not fully ionized before expansion, resulting in a lower energy explosion and therefore an underestimate in the average cluster size. In addition, the ion slowing due to collisions with the un-ionized gas in the deuterium plume (not accounted for in this paper) may also contribute to a reduction in the final ion energies measured by the time of flight signal and therefore result in an underestimate for the average cluster size in the plume.
The fusion neutron yield scaling found has a power-law dependence on pulse energy that is consistent with the previous quadratic scaling found on the Falcon experiments. In addition, this scaling is investigated for both 100-fs and 1-ps pulse durations and is found to remain the same but with a different multiplicative factor. This difference in the overall yield is dependent on the pulse duration and on the focal geometry and will be the subject of future research.
